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THE SOCIAL TRADITION
YEAR THREE // SEMESTER TWO

The Social Tradition was designed on an area of brownfield late between residential flats in Teats Hill 
Plymouth, it was inspired by and influenced by my past research on architecture as boundaries between 
different ethnic and social groups. The Social tradition is, on the face of it, a pottery and ceramics factory but 
the aim is to use clay and it’s dualities as a medium whereby individuals can communicate over language 
barriers with one another and vessels can be created that represent stories.

In Plymouth there is an ever growing population of various ethnicities due to its status as an asylum dispersal 
point, subsequently bringing a number of languages with them.  Many female migrants are unable to speak 
English leaving them isolated from others and with no friends or families to turn to  their partner end up in 
conrol of their lives: 92% of migrant women reported abuse from their spouse in 2015. The aim of the Social 
Tradition is to create a safe an open environment for migrant women to congregate and have safe and open 
conversations that begin with a clay - a common medium and craft present in communities worldwide.
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PLYMOUTH: WHAT’S YOUR LEGACY?
URBAN FRAMEWORK STRATEGY

Plymouth: what is your legacy?’ is a strategic plan, focusing specifically on the Teats Hill area but still draw-
ing in the wider context of Plymouth, that will enable a new legacy to be formed for the future of the city 
dealing with ideas from the FABCity Manifesto: Inclusive, Participatory and Locally productive. 

The underpinning agenda is to create a waterfront that is equitable and inclusive for all – with particular 
interest in integrating the communities with their surroundings whether this is with local industries, the wa-
terfront or with one another. The masterplan will develop between 2020 and 2050 alongside the predicted 
sea level change creating a legacy with a focus on the people over time. 



EXPLORING SPACE

The Social Tradition will host a number of workshop spaces of varying scales that will provide a different 
environment and thus encourage different groups of people to use the spaces. Some of the smaller spaces 
that are specialised are the kiln room, the therapy floor as well as the tile production.

The tile production will provide a space for community members to create tiles that represent their stories 
and place then onto the walls of the Social Tradition allowing everyone’s identity to built the new legacy and 
their story for others to discover and understand.



CONSTRUCTION DETAILS // BASEMENT AND SILL

Details were drawn up as part of our technology report that began to explore the feasibility of The Social 
Tradition, these details are specifically part of the exploration into the basement system and the wall and 
sill build ups that are present throughout the building.

U - Value  Basement Wall (Right to left)

Reinforced Foundation Slab

Vapour Control Layer  (Vandex 
Super)

Sealed Manhole Cover

50mm Surface Screed

Sump and Pump

400mm  Continuous Piled Foundations
100mm Sika Sprayed Concrete 
Vapour Control Layer  (Vandex Super)
Oldroyd Brick Plug with seal
Oldroyd 20mm Drainage Mating          
100mm Blockwork
50mm XPS Insulation
Masonry Brickwork

Oldroyd 75mm Taping

Hardcore

20mm Exit Pipe

200mm Perimater Drainage Channel

50mm XPS Insulation

U - Value (Basement floor): 0.11 W/m²K

Double Glazed Glass

Copper Flashing 

Metal Lintel

Mastic - seals against air

Masonry Brick

Concrete Sill

Insulated Cavity Stop

Window Bracket

Rigid Insulation

Copper Flashing

Window Bracket

Mastic - seals against air



PARTICIPATORY WALLS
YEAR THREE // SEMESTER ONE
SUBMITTED TO PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL

Participatory Walls is a project that was developed off of The Pigment of Perception when a brief 
was set to develop out concepts into smaller scale projects that could be introduced into the parks 
in Plymouth city center. With a focus on reducing taboo surrounding graffiti and antisocial behaviour 
the Participatory Walls proposes to have a pre-fabricated building that can be placed onto most of 
Plymouth’s Park walls.

The initial proposal used for the submission to Plymouth Council was located on the same site as 
The Pigment of Perception in Victoria Park, Plymouth between the old viaduct uprights that are still 
standing since the train bridge was destroyed.
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PERCEPTION OF PIGMENT
YEAR THREE // SEMESTER ONE

The Perception of Pigment aims to tackle the rise in ‘anti social behaviour  that is taking place around 
site whilst simultaneously approaching the rising mental health issues that are in the Stonehouse area. 
With graffiti tagging being rife in Plymouth, there is the overarching attitude that all graffiti is destructive, 
and devalues properties , whilst this may be the case currently, the rise of street art country wide is being 
seen as a way of expressing one’s emotions and creating personality within the concrete cities of today.

Graffiti can be used as  an art form that encourages self expression and the portrayal of emotions 
as there is no right or wrong way to create art,  as such, the art form can offer the perfect basis to 
combat mental health issues when people do not wish to talk.  The re-construction and repair of 
mind can also be mirrored onto the mind, both human and object. By repairing objects and giving 
them a second chance at life, the mind with simultaneously repair its self through its activation and 
expression. 



PROCESS

During the process of design the Perception of Pigment the features of the site were used to influence the  
shape and location of the building. This was tested in mainly plan but also section and model. As the plans 
developed they shrank and began to use the brick uprights as structural walls.

Models allowed there to be an understanding of scale when designing the spaces and as well as the 
geometries experienced in 3D quickly.

Section (a-a)
scale 1:100

0M 5M



Floor Plans

Plans exploring the location and re-
lationship between the proposal and 
existing features, such as the viaduct, 
present on the existing bowls green.

1. Point of reclimation
2. Restoration workshop
3. Private therapy
4. Garden of pigment
5. Auction House
6. Gallery space

ground floor

scale 1:200

first floor

0M 10M

1:200 MODEL
REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

During the design process model and sketch was used to understand the sense of scale, the final models 
were created using analogue modelling skills as well as a laser cutter for the more detailed elements. For 
vegetation live flowers were used to represent the natural forms and shadows that are creates throughout 
the park.



FAMILIAR PLACES
YEAR THREE // COMPETITION PROPOSAL
3RD PLACE

Familiar places was a  10 day group competition project that was set by the university board, the brief 
stated that there was a £30000 budget to renovate the two cafés present on campus, within our group we 
chose to propose an renovation in a cafe with a reservoir view which focused on creating a series of usable 
spaces for both students and tutors throughout the day. 

The proposal separates the cafe into 4 zones; the kitchen, cafe seating, long study group tables and a more 
relaxed area for individual studying. The zoning would allow the cafe to be utilised by a number of different 
groups simultaneously without moving the kitchen from its current location whilst still using both outside 
areas. With this proposal the group managed to maintain the 90 seats present in the cafe currently and add 
more additional seats externally.

THE THROUGHFARE
The interior of the cafe is split into two distinct areas, this area provides the necessary access to peo-

ple that want to grab a drink and food to go or to sit down and enjoy their recent purchase.

THE PAUSE
This space offers an area to pause and either relax or study as individuals or as a group, there is a 

much warmer and comfi er environment that helps make people feel welcome to sit and study even if 
they haven’t bought anything.



CONVERGENCE
YEAR TWO // SEMESTER TWO

The programme is located within the existing structure of Plymouth’s Pannier Market aiming to re-connect the local community, that has become segregated from the town centre over the last 50 
years. The market has always been a focal point of the cities industries and income, initially located on the site of the current Drake Circus shopping centre - “tin pan alley”.  To  re-introduce a thriving 
market and decrease the disconnect present in the city there is the proposition to introduce a transportation system, with the aim of creating links areas of Plymouth that have 
become separated as cars became more popular. 

The increased links to surrounding areas places a large emphasis on the process of procession through the city, which is the main driving  force behind our practice masterplan Within the market 
there is a large variety of key spaces that are built around the moment of people between the transport links  and the city centre. The liminal space hosts a series of pause and contemplation whilst 
providing the grounds for a market place building and getting from one place to another - generally between the different tram routes. Though this is the case, there are many areas for people to pause, 
contemplate and observe the hive of activity around them within the market floor of Convergence.



DIFFUSING LIGHT

The liminal space hosts a series of pause and contemplation whilst providing the grounds for a market 
place building and getting from one place to another - generally between the different tram routes. Though 
this is the case, there are many areas for people to pause, contemplate and observe the hive of activity 
around them within the market floor of Convergence.  

Within the areas of transit there is a journey created through the play of light, with much of the groups urban 
framework focusing on rebirth and remembrance the change of dark to light as you move out the lower 
basement tram station can evoke feelings of rising to heaven to those traveling it.



THE PROCESSIONAL RESTORATION
URBAN FRAMEWORK STRATEGY [1:200]

The masterplan aims to achieve a number of things within the heart of the city ranging from  St.  Charles  
Cross,  to  St.  Andrews  Cross, down to Derry’s Cross and finally up to The Plymouth City Market. The  
masterplan  aims  to  create  a  space  within  the  city  where  the  population  can  gather  to  celebrate  and  
to  remember.  To  develop  and  to  reflect.  To  teach  and  to learn.

The framework acts off of a new processional route  established   through   the   heart   of   Plymouth 
City Centre. Starting from the ruins of  St.  Charles  Church,  round  to  St.  Andrews  Cross where the 
“Contemplation Cluster” has been   established.   Continuing   down   Royal   Parade  to  the  “Celebration  
Cluster”  situated  around  Derrys  Cross  eventually  culminating  at   Plymouth   City   Market.   All   tied   
back   together  through  the  reintroduction  of  the  Plymouth Leet and through new tram routes linking the 
procession to the wider cityscape.



MANIFESTO
YEAR THREE // SEMESTER TWO

 

From street to street, country to county architecture is continually used to choreograph and control the 
flow of people through a set of inert spaces. Despite the abolishment of ‘unconstitutional’ laws, ordinances 
and policies; segregation of ethnic minority groups is progressively worsening throughout American and 
British cities. As such, this manifesto will explore the foundations of discrimination in both the US and UK 
before approaching the present segregation within the urban fabric. Whilst drawing upon the writings 
of Wendy Brown, Mike Davis and David Harvey, the manifesto aims to construct an argument that finds 
architecture (US and UK) a product of government immigration policies.

In architectural discourse, place is commonly understood as space that has been influenced by people 
that are located within. However, there are differing opinions surrounding space. Elsie C. Boddie describes 
space as more than an inert series of co-ordinates on a map,1 Marshal Berman believes that space pulls 
together a group of people from differing backgrounds to decrease boundaries between cultures through 
face to face interaction,2 whilst Michel Foucault believes space to be fundamental in the exercise of pow-
er.3 I have previously touched upon the influences that architecture can have on one’s emotions and the 
paths taken when moving through space in a previous manifesto, learning that “architectural techniques
can be used to choreograph certain paths in and around spaces”.4 The ongoing relationship between 
people and space was highlighted to me by the 2019 British documentary exploring racial segregation 
within Birmingham.5 ‘The Great British School Swap’ highlighted the increased segregation present in UK 
cities by exploring the demographic differences of two high schools (Saltley High School and Tamsworth 
High) in neighbouring suburbs (Saltley and Tamsworth). The documentary highlighted that there were 
religious pockets within the city suffering on-going social discrimination from the surrounding white British 
neighbourhoods. The increase in discrimination (200% increase in hate crime,7 minority groups receiving
lower pay, segregation of minority groups within towns) has become increasingly targeted at the Muslim 
Communities are seen as the other...

1 Elsie, C Boddie, ‘Racial Territoriality’, U , 401-463, p.436
2 Stephen Clowney ‘Landscape Fairness: Removing Dis-
crimination from the Built Environment’, Utah Law Re-view, 
2013, Number 1 (2013), (p. 17)
3 Edward Soja , Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion 
of Space in Critical Social Theory (London: 1989, Verso) p. 19
4 Kemp, I Architecture: The Activation of an Emotional and 
Physical Connection to Mankind – p.12
5 ‘The Great British School Swap: Episode 1’, The Great Brit-
ish School Swap, Channel 4, 16 April 2019, 21:00  (05:36)
6https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/oct/15/hate-
crimes-double-england-wales(Accessed 06/01/2020)
7 https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/real-life/racism-uk/ (Accessed 
06/01/2020)


